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The Transbay Creative Music Calendar is a volunteer-produced free monthly journal for non-commercial creative new music in the San Francisco
Bay Area. In addition to our comprehensive listing
of upcoming events, we publish articles and reviews
about local music and the people who create it. We
talk about a wide range of modern music, including:
experimental, improvised, noise, electronic, freejazz, outrock, 21st century compositions, and sonic
art. Each month, 1000 copies of the Transbay are
mailed to individuals and hand-delivered to over 45
performance venues and public locations throughout the Bay Area. Contact us for a FREE subscription!
Your kind donations help keep the Transbay alive
and growing. Please send checks [payable to
“Transbay Music Calendar”] to: Transbay
Accounting, 106 Fairmount, Oakland, CA 94611.

Submission deadline for the November
2004 issue is
¡ October 15 !
This means on or before October 15!
Calendar Listings must be submitted
using the online form at:
transbaycalendar.org/submit.html

Please visit our web site or contact us directly for
more information about getting your FREE subscription, submitting content, listing an event,
advertising, viewing archives, or volunteering.
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On what is usually a dark Monday night at The Jazz House, the Claudia
Quintet came through the house and turned on the lights. Bright.
Fresh off an appearance at the Monterey Jazz Festival, and a tour all up and down the West
Coast, the Claudia Quintet engaged a large audience in two amazing sets. The Claudia Quintet
takes its name from a very inspired listener named Claudia who was so awed by their live
show that she vowed to come to every gig going forward. The band never saw her again. In
jest, the band continued a fictional saga of Claudia’s life….fictitious sightings of her on the
street, rumblings of her impending visit to their next show, rumors of her moving to New
Jersey with a dot com entrepreneur. So the least they could do is name the band after their
long lost devoted fan. And after
all, they wanted the band
to “maintain a female
quality”.
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The quintet kicked off the evening with a rousing and appropriately titled
piece called “Opening” and the show was home free from there. Most of the
evenings selections were taken from their latest release I, Claudia. The
quintet consisted of leader, and composer of most cuts, John Hollenbeck
on drums, Drew Gress on bass, Matt Moran, vibes, Ted Reichman,
accordion, and Chris Speed on clarinet and sax.
What stands out the most about the quartet’s sound
is not only their unique pairing of vibes and accordion
throughout the cuts, but the driving, inventive style of
Hollenbeck on drums. Hollenbeck’s hi-hat cymbals had seen better
days. They resembled mangled hubcaps you’d see on I-80, having taken
a few blows from passing 18-wheelers. But they sounded very good.
Somehow, this lopsided hi-hat contraption seemed to fit just right with the compositions. Also fitting just right were Hollenbeck’s toys such as a plastic megaphone, and
other infant teething-looking devices that he incorporated throughout the evening.

san francisco bay area monthly publication for
experimental/improvised/ noise/electronic/freejazz/
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Vibist Moran also got into the sound trickery throughout the show as he doublefisted bows on the vibe’s keys after laying chains across them, creating a
sparkling effect. All the while, bassist Gress was right along side, joining in
by tooting on a plastic toy saxophone.

Variety is key in Claudia’s sound. Not only across compositions, but also right within the same piece.
The quintet mixes creative jazz with an experimental edge, while touching on everything from
Latin to Balkan, Reggae, and even classical. And just when you think they’re headed really “out”, they reel it right back in, switch the tempo, and completely take off in a very
different, yet comfortable, direction.
Another highlight of the evening was the tune “Can
You Get Through This Life With a Good Heart…?”
which came across as an airy, almost sound-tracky
drone, full of clarinet. The piece “Couch” was
also a favorite and was presented as a slow
march, which Hollenbeck said he wrote after
taking a fall from his couch one evening.

Even
after being
on the road for
some time, the
band seemed to be
having fun and packing a
lot of energy. At one point
they even offered it up for an
audience vote as to whether
or not they would take a
break, or do one long set.
The crowd opted for a break,
which I have to think was
just as much for the audience
to catch a breather as it was
for the band. The energy and
originality coming from
the stage was enough to
make anyone’s head
weary.

The quintet ended the night
with a blasting cut titled “Misty
Hymen”.
Yep, you read it
right…and Hollenbeck explained
before the piece his interest in, and therefore research on, a former Olympic swimmer actually named “Misty Hymen”.
“Who would do that to their child?!?!?” he
quizzically noted after the set. According
to Hollenbecks’s research, Ms. Hymen is
“now living somewhere in Arizona, doing
Pilates and stuff like that…”. This particular cut really stands out on the c.d.
However, the overall sound of their
live set seemed to be much more
energetic than the same tunes on
the c.d. Some of the dynamic
ranges of sound seem to be
lost in the recording.

A
recent Jazz Times magazine
review on the Quintet’s most recent release asked,
“What the hell is it…?”. Whether it was being posed as a
compliment, or out-right confusion, the band has taken this quote and is including
in its press materials; a statement to be proud of. Now, after witnessing this amazing quintet, I have to ask the
same. Not only what the hell is it…but how do they do it…how did they create it…and how do we get more?
— Rob Woodworth

The following is a narrative work in five parts. Descriptive titles, to be read aloud by the performer, precede each musical interlude.
One:
Our central figure is invited to perform in an improvised piano concert. Our hero is to be designated by any number of single letters, most notably E, for everyman or perhaps everywoman or
perhaps everyperson; H, for hero or heroine or anti-hero or anti-heroine, or heroin (though injected only as prescribed), or as the signifier for Plank’s Constant; A for artist or anti-artist; and
P for Post-Australopithecian Evolutionary Mutation. Other letters may be consulted in times of need.
Delicate care is taken by K with preparations, both mentally and spiritually. Guidance is sought, in the form of prolonged exposure to significant influences. Oracles are consulted, the babblings of intoxicated street merchants are interpreted by those qualified to do so. In accordance with the usual protocol, a blood sacrifice is made, and the ghosts of Dante and Vergil materialize, drink, and are questioned. Soon it is realized that Vergil is suing Dante for copyright infringement and other forms of unauthorized use. The same turns out to be true of Dr. Artie
Matthews, Gesualdo, and Johanna Beyer. More obscure artists are consulted. Statements are made. The evaluation “it’s cool to be weird,” written in indelible ink, is projected as a mantra upon
the seekers. The seekers proffer “it’s weird to be cool,” and post-structural irony is satisfied. Then comes “weirdly cool” and “cooly weird” and then “wooly cold” and “loco wired” until finally someone pronounces “O so dire, cite below” and the language poets and anagram addicts are satisfied. Hide-a-word enthusiasts remain ambivalent.
O looks about for further inspiration, the time is becoming desperate. The concert is underway. Yet somehow the calling F feels called upon, to express some form of network or matrix like
connection between. . .some vague, undefined things. . .begins to spin out of control. Competing levels of interest and understanding swirl about the room. There is a growing quadrant of hostility, a questioning of the purpose of utterances which lace back and forth between easy recognition and obscurity. The use of the term “matrix” continues to echo through the text. T begins
to fear comparisons with Keanu Reeves, but perhaps only due to the fact that the text is not memorized and is being read somewhat awkwardly. The wisdom and trendyness of self-referential
art is addressed, if only briefly and without conclusion. Vyasa, waving a “books on tape” copy of the Mahabarrata and drinking from the broken tusk of Ganesh, admonishes from the wings“I did it first, you know.”
Ridicule is soon unleashed upon Q as the concert progresses and not a single note sounds. Crisis sets in. R considers abandoning the read text, or perhaps producing a sheet of blank paper and
showing it to the audience. J moves to the keyboard and plays a high C#. The frequency vibration is 2217.4416 cycles per second, give or take a bit. This frequency can be figured by multiplying 220 by the 12th root of 2 raised to the power of the number of halfsteps above A below middle C the note to be figured rests. It can be noted that this number, 2217.4416, has equal digits on either side of the decimal point. In fact, the two numbers, 2217 and 4416 bear a certain interesting relation to each other which bears investigation. There are two main relational aspects
to these numbers, and these aspects are represented by the two halves of each number. First, the first two digits of each number are repetitions, and these double digits 22 and 44 are themselves related by doubling. The second aspect of these two numbers reveals itself in the final two digits: 17 and 16: they are consecutive. It can also be noted that the number which bears the
greater aspect of the doubling, 4416, also bears the lesser aspect of the consecutivity. These same two aspects are further exposed upon more complex investigation. Numerological similarity
is revealed when the digits of each number are added together; for example 2+2+1+7 equals 12, which is then further condensed to the number 3. 4416, on the other hand, condenses to the
number 4. Here the consecutive nature of the two numbers is once again manifest. Mathematical manipulation, also conducted through the well-established process of addition, reveals the
doubling nature. The sum of 2217 and 4416 is 6633, 6-6-3-3. The double nature of this number should be evident to even the most myopic.
Questions begin to arise as to what the hell this has to do with improvisation. Is it the duration of the frequency? The method of attack? The speed of release? The dynamic selection? The time
between the spoken text and the sounding of the note? Y is not sure either.
A speculation arises that the improvisation is taking place in the mind of the audience. M wonders if it is wise to suggest this openly. Vergil is once again consulted, but admits, rather sheepishly, that he is now undergoing legal troubles, and is being litigated by Homer for similar crimes of misappropriation. He refers W to the cartoons of Matt Groenig. Life is hell. Work is hell.
Hell is hell.

October Concert Listings
Sun 10/3 4:30 PM $3-$8 40th St. Warehouse [379 40th St., Oakland ]
A night of improvised dance and music featuring Pigeon (pdx), The Joe Foster / JeanPaul Jenkins / Bryan Eubanks Trio (pdx), and Peloton (Oak)featuring Jorge Boehringer,
Kristin Miltner, Alicia Beyer, Jess Owens, and Jen Baker.
Mon 10/4 9:00 PM $8 The Marsh [1062 Valencia St., San Francisco]
Improvised dance and music featuring Dove Yellow Swans (Oak), Pigeon (Pdx), and
the Joe Foster / Jean-Paul Jenkins / Bryan Eubanks Trio (Pdx)
Wed 10/6 12:00 PM San Francisco Jazz Festival [Levi Plaza, downtown SF]
Mo'Fone
Wed 10/6 8:00 PM The Jazz House [3192 Adeline @ MLK Berkeley]
Fire into Music : William Parker, Hamid Drake, Jameel Moondoc, Steve Swell
Wed 10/6 8:00 PM CNMAT [1750 Arch Street Berkeley]
Frank Gratkowski With David Wessel, Chris Brown and Joelle Leandre
Wed 10/6 8:00 PM Epic Arts [2923 Ashby Berkeley]
Jonathan Segal & Friends : Jonathan Segal, Dina Emerson, Phillip Greenlief, Myles Boisen,
Matt Ingalls, Kyle Bruckman, George Cremaschi and Bob Marsh
Thu 10/7 8:00 PM 21 Grand [449B 23rd St. Near 19th Street BART Oakland]
Evander Music Presents : Frank Gratkowski,
Phillip Greenlief, Jon Raskin, Dottie Grossman &
Mike Vlatkovitch; and Billy Mintz solo

“I should have been a pair of silent claws,” thinks X to Z’s self. V patiently waits to awake from the uneasy performance transformed into an enormous crustacean. Nothing happens.
Still, hell bent on disturbing the universe, C continues and the concert remains underway, sorrowfully lacking in sonic material. The seals are removed, and the 3 horsemen loom on the horizon. As they take shape, they arrive in the form of email and other utterances of print. Their terrible purpose; to take things to a whole other level. Before them, seekers snipe and tremble. L
snipes and trembles. Their power is limitless and limited. Judgment is pronounced: “This one was too much, this one was too little, this one was just right.”
The horsemen remove their hoods. One of them is Francois-René Duchable, the French concert pianist. To exaggerated looks of astonishment contemptuous guffaws, he announces the end
of his concert career. He whispers into G’s ear “The piano is a symbol of a certain domineering bourgeois and industrial society that has to be destroyed. Used as this society uses it, the piano
is an arrogant instrument which excludes all those that don't know about music." D attempts to ask which society he is referring to, or how much about music one is to know. Duchable continues, tells of his future plans to ignite a piano with explosives.
N wonders how many members of the audience realize that Duchable, present or not, actually intends to do this.
Vergil and Homer are silent. Vyasa is silent. B pleads, and Ganesh points to the piano. His tusk has already been sacrificed, white with anticipation at the touch of fingers.
I realizes at this moment, that with the following sentence, the available letters with which S can be referred to, will be used up.
U once again moves to the piano to play the note C#, then perhaps others: it is not certain.

Two:
Soliloquy.
To be and not to be, that is the equation. Hither ‘tis the global sign of offering which brings to furrow our natural
mal-fortune, and taken within earth‘s arms that unseen number of unopposed endings. Two hundred and four score
millennia ago, our founding fore-mother, Eve of the mitochondrial cipher, Eve of destruction. Evident node in that
line which stretches, divides, spreads like a web across the earth. Oomphalos, umbilicus, una corda, our life and
death sequenced. That continuing line of birth-channels, the tunnel through which is deposited this figure before you,
behind you, beside you. We can not dedicate -- we can not consecrate.
If the crust of the earth had not crushed the sub-dominant continent into Asia, if the mountains had not risen, if the
rain had not been sucked from Africa, if the forest had not withered, where would our feet be? Was this our lost
Eden, den of Eve? All of a plagal cadence. A plague of coincidence.
O driven wanderer of the earth, song of blind bard, a hymn of home. Our hero, Uselysses, isle to isle, land to land,
sea to shining sea. As Hamlet at helm, a man in the name of Man. He should have kept his true name: “I am
Nobody.”
Perhaps only dark with wine can we see. We cannot hallow this ground. We are the hoard of babble-on.
With plagal conscience, we conceive, dedicated to long endure. It is in the monthly blood, mortal oil, that the shades
of our past come to drink. The ghost of Eve speaks within it; does she speak to us of home?
Home; let home be left. Ay, there’s the rub. For in what home is home to come? What cadence lies ahead? What
mountains to shape us? What undiscovered isle?
In our origins be all our skins remembered. We, the people, shall perish from the earth.

Three:
Sonnet:
And now that fear has overwhelmed our One,
The rhyme of words with sound here makes a claim
That an embrace of structure, once begun,
Finds bound within its sound some comfort’s name.
What need makes us to need the past evoked?
Why ritual that holds us in our grief?
For in such forms our life and death are cloaked,
It matters not if cadenced with belief.
Yet with that dissonance we find our cage,
An anger that these forms did mould our thought,
And so denounce the powers of their age,
Whose “will within our minds” was “carefully sought.”
Though from past form we liberated be,
What claim that liberation makes us free?
Four:
[Nothing]
Five:
As a final gesture, the piano is closed and locked. The legs
are broken or sawed off. The finish is removed, exposing
the wood underneath. The trunk of the instrument rests
upon the ground. The stage is exited.
— matthew goodheart, 2003-04

Thu 10/7 8:00 PM $6-10 Luggage Store Gallery New
Music Series [1007 Market St. @ 6th Street SF]
8pm: From Germany! Serge Baghdassarians
(Guitar/Mixing Desk) + Boris Baltschun (Sampler).
9pm: Sunao Inami (Japan/Synthesizer)+ Roberto
Zorzi (Italy/Guitar) + Rick Walker (Found
Percussion)
Sat 10/9 1:00 PM Donations Accepted Southern Exposure
[401 Alabama Street San Francisco, CA ]
Hideous Dream; Forward Energy; Twine; Electronico/Politico; The Left Coast Improv Group
Sat 10/9 8:00 PM $12 Trinity Chapel [2320 Dana Street Berkeley, CA]
thollem mcdonas, native Bay Area composer/pianist, will perform solo piano works of his
own invention
Sat 10/9 8:00 PM $6-10 1510 8th St
Performance Space [1510 8th Street Oakland]
frank gratkowski - reeds, Scott R. Looney - piano,
Damon Smith - double bass, kjell nordeson - percussion
Sat 10/9 10:30 PM call Zebulon's Lounge [21 Fourth Street Petaluma]
Uzbeki-Turkish folk singer/improviser SAADET TURKOZ performs with the trio WHAT WE LIVE: Ochs, Ellis, Robinson
Sun 10/10 7:00 PM Kuumbwa Jazz Center [Kuumbwa Jazz Center 320-2 Cedar Street Santa Cruz, CA ]
frank gratkowski - reeds, Scott R. Looney - piano, Damon Smith - double bass, kjell nordeson - percussion + thollem mcdonnas solo

Sun 10/10 7:30 PM $8-$10 SIMM Series/Outsound Research
[Musicians Union Hall 116 9th St @ Mission SF]
1st set: Billy Mintz-solo drums (http://www.billymintz.com)
2nd set: Noertker's Moxie-live accompaniment to sculptor David
Beck's short film "Animatique"

Fri 10/22 Noon College of Marin [Lefort Recital Hall (FA
72), College of Marin, Kentfield Campus]
Sara Jo Zaharako, Christoph Irmer (Wuppertal, Germany) –
violins, Tara Flandreau- viola, George Cremaschi - bass
Fri 10/22 8:00 PM $6-10 The Jazz House [3192 Adeline @
MLK Berkeley]
Hideous Dream = Noise Trio, Forward Energy = Free Jazz,
Subjects of Desire = Word and Sound

Sun 10/10 8:15 PM Free, donations accepted ACME
Observatory at The Jazz House [3192 Adeline Berkeley]
Boris Baltschun & Serge Baghdassarians large ensemble, Kyle
Bruckman with Hans Tannan In Absentia

Fri 10/22 9:00 PM $10 adv / $12 door Yerba Buena
Center for the Arts [700 Howard St. @3rd SF]
Jon Brumit and Marc Horowitz, as Sliv & Dulet, perform two
of their "Sixty Second Symphonies", an audience participation based production at YBCA. A full program of their
"Sixty Second Symphonies" will be performed the first
Thursday in December.

Mon 10/11 7:30 PM FREE Mills College Ensemble Room
[5000 MacArthur Blvd. Oakland, CA 94613]
Composers Boris Baltschun (electronics) + Serge Baghdassarians
(guitar, electronics) strategize as improvisers in the German duo
SHEVADNAZE.
Mon 10/11 8:00 PM line space [Salvation Theatre 1519
Griffith Park Blvd. Los Angeles]
Frank Gratkowski - woodwinds, Phillip Greenlief - woodwinds,
Jon Raskin - woodwinds; and Consolidated Lint: Marc Levinthal electronics, Albert Ortega - electronics, Rick Potts - electronics
Mon 10/11 8:00 PM Yoshi's [510 Embarcadero West Oakland]
Uzbeki-Turkish folk singer/improviser SAADET TURKOZ performs with the trio What We Live: Ochs, Ellis, Robinson
Wed 10/13 8:00 PM $6-$10 21 Grand [449B 23rd St. Near 19th
Street BART Oakland]
Oakland Air Berlin Buzz:
Berliners Boris Baltschun and Serge Baghdassarians (Electronics)
join the Bay Area trio Oakland Air (Kyle Bruckmann - Oboe,
English Horn, Aurora Josephson - Voice,
Jacob Lindsay - Ab, Bass, Contrabass Clarinets).
Wed 10/13 8:00 PM $5.00 The Jazz House [3192 Adeline @
MLK Berkeley]
The I.C.E. series will be held the second Wednesday in October.
Join as we explore thematic and compositional ideas through
musical improvisation.

Thu 10/28 8:00 PM $6-10 Luggage Store Gallery New
Music Series [1007 Market St. @ 6th Street SF]
Electro-acoustic trio evening with Liz Allbee/George
Cremaschi/Fritz Welch(New York) and Leif
Sundstrom(Portland)/Bryan Eubanks(Portland)/Joseph
Foster(Seoul, Korea)
Fri 10/29 8:30 PM $6-10 Oakland Metro [201
Broadway Near Jack London Square Oakland]
"13 Dreams of a Dying Clairvoyant" is an intermedia
(dance, music & video) performance presented by Sean
Clute and Pauline Jennings of Double Vision (www.double-vision.biz)
Sat 10/30 8:00 PM $10 1510 8th St Performance Space
[1510 8th Street Oakland]
The Marco Eneidi Festival

Sat 10/23 Free, donations accepted 8:15 PM, ACME
Observatory at The Jazz House [3192 Adeline, Berkeley]
Christoph Irmer (violin, from Wuppertal), Dina Emerson
(voice), Shoko Hikage (koto), Matthew Goodheart (piano),

Sat 10/30 8:00 PM Free Admission Mills College
Concert Hall [5000 MacArthur Blvd Oakland]
Love and Death: A 20th-Century Chamber Opera Double-Bill

Thu 10/21 8:00 PM $6-10 Luggage Store
Gallery New Music Series [1007 Market St. @
6th Street SF]
oakland air + birgit ulher : aurora josephson, birgit ulher, kyle bruckmann, jacob lindsay
also
Marco Eneidi, Damon Smith, martin blume (germany) - drums, kjell nordeson(sweden) - drums

Mon 10/25 8:00 PM $10/$15 Hellman Hall [San Francisco
Conservatory of Music 1201 Ortega St]
Opening concert of the San Francisco Conservatory of
Music's BluePrint festival, Nicole Paiement, Artistic Director.
Contemporary chamber music.

Sat 10/30 8:00 PM Zebulon's Lounge [21 Fourth
Street, Petaluma]
“A Musical Salute to Zell Miller” with Matthew
Goodheart –piano, George Cremaschi – bass, Garth
Powell – percussion.

Thu 10/21 9:00 PM $6 Bruno's [2389 Mission
between 19th and 20th SF]
Todd Sickafoose Group with Ches Smith, John
Gove, Eric Crystal, Justin Morell

Wed 10/27 8:00 PM $6-10 21 Grand [449B 23rd St. Near
19th Street BART Oakland]
8pm zero minus p.w.plus b.u. : Aurora josephson - voice;
birgit ulher - trumpet; Jacob Lindsay - Ab, bb, bass & contrabass
clarinets; Damon Smith - double bass; martin blume - percussion

Sun 10/31 8:00 PM $10 1510 8th St Performance
Space [1510 8th Street Oakland]
The Marco Eneidi Festival

Sun 10/17 4:00 PM $12 general; $6 students and
seniors CNMAT [1750 Arch Street Berkeley]
RE<>ORIENTATION
Berlin-based Amelia Cuni (dhrupad singing) and
Werner Durand (wind instruments) with
Phil Hollenbeck on pakhawaj.
Mon 10/18 7:30 PM FREE Mills College Ensemble
Room [5000 MacArthur Blvd. Oakland, CA 94613]
A lecture-demonstration on dhrupad singing, the oldest
form of North Indian classical music, by the highly
acclaimed singer Amelia Cuni.
Mon 10/18 8:00 PM $6-10 berkeley art center [the
berkeley art center. 1275 walnut st. berkeley.]
Aurora josephson-voice/Joëlle Leandré (france)-double
bass, voice/Damon Smith-double bass/
martin blume (germany)- percussion
Wed 10/20 8:00 PM $6 21 Grand [449B 23rd
St. Near 19th Street BART Oakland]
Christoph Irmer (Wuppertal, Germany) - violin,
Liz Allbee - trumpet, George Cremaschi - contrabass, Garth Powell - percussion, Gino Robair electronics

Thu 10/14 8:00 PM $6-10 Luggage Store Gallery New Music Series
[1007 Market St. @ 6th Street SF]
Subjects of Desire - 21st Century new musicpoetry/Kitundu

PLEASE GO TO WWW.TRANSBAYCALENDAR.ORG FOR DETAILS ABOUT
THESE EVENTS, PLUS UPDATES AND SUBMISSION GUIDELINES

